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IDG survey confirms: CEOs consider cybersecurity a top priority. Get *Countering Escalating Cyberthreats* and improve your threat visibility across the entire network. (22)

Word Count: 50
IDG confirms: CEOs consider cybersecurity a top priority. Get *Countering Escalating Cyberthreats* and improve your threat visibility across the entire network. As CEOs grapple with the risks of a digitally dependent business, the time is right to adopt a holistic approach to security using traffic intelligence to improve threat prevention. (50)

Word Count: 75
IDG survey confirms: CEOs consider cybersecurity a top priority. Get *Countering Escalating Cyberthreats* and see why improving your threat visibility across the entire network is so critical. As CEOs grapple with the risks of a digitally dependent business, the time is right to adopt a more holistic approach to security that distributes traffic to the right tool at the right time. Eliminate the network weaknesses and keep the hackers out—and your CEO happy. (74)
IDG surveyed CEOs and found they're expecting CISOs to deliver security that keeps the company agile, efficient, and innovative—and also protects against sophisticated threats. IDG recommends CISOs adopt a security solution that provides:

- Monitoring of all network traffic across all network segments
- Elimination of inline security tool bottlenecks
- Distribution of traffic to the right tool at the right time for top performance

More sophisticated threats and shifting CEO priorities mean it's critical to improve threat visibility across the entire network—start developing a comprehensive plan now.
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IDG reports CEOs rate avoiding cyber attacks just behind reaching revenue growth.

Threat prevention is priority #2.
Get the report.

gigamon.com/ceosecurity
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IDG reports CEOs rate avoiding cyber attacks just behind reaching revenue growth.

Threat prevention is priority #2.

gigamon.com/ceosecurity
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